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Question #1: 
One issue that Counseling and Psychological Services at UCSD has encountered 
already is that there are certain ethical responsibilities that health providers have 
regarding the advice and information they can share via social media. They need 
to make clear that this advice is no substitute for seeing a practitioner, for one, 
and the wrong advice could cause injury to its user. What are the general ethical 
guidelines for mental and physical health providers in such situations, and what 
are some types of advice they can give that are both acceptable for social media 
use and actually helpful to their readers? 
 

	  
Time To Put On Your Social Media CAPS 

Counseling and Psychology Services  

By Shrin Kuo, Aimee Lim, Jordan Meyers, and Mai Takahashi 

Introduction  
Social media use is growing exponentially and is an important resource for services to 
market, reach, and interact with potential customers.  All around the world, more and 
more University services are reaching out through social media to their students and 
informing them what resources are available to help enrich and better their college 
experience. However, although social media is the becoming the preferred 
communication tool of the 21st century, University mental and physical health providers 
such as Counseling and Psychology Services (CAPS) must navigate the social media 
landscape carefully and avoid several potentially disastrous landmines.  Issues such as 
the ethical challenges of engaging in activities and advice on the Internet, maintaining 
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) requirements while using 
social media, and making it clear that any advice is no substitute for seeing a 
practitioner is a difficult line to tread.  Any one mistake in these areas could lead to the 
ability to practice through the loss of licensing or even worse, injury and death to their 
users. 

Problem 
There are a myriad of problems associated psychological services and social media.  
Physicians engaging patients risks “patient privacy, fraud and abuse, tax-exempt status, 
and physician licensing” (http://source.southuniversity.edu/healthcare-professionals-
and-social-networking-33211.aspx).  The problem is that social media is a very 
compelling outlet which is able to deliver messages fast and directly, but it also has the 
potential for misuse and legal complications.  In particular, patient privacy which is 
guided/regulated by HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) and 



state privacy laws are intended to safeguard patients, but online social forums/blogs can 
quickly lead to personally identifiable information dissemination and legal compliance 
violations.   

Proof the Problem Exists 
The balance of “how to integrate Facebook and other social media sites into [counseling 
services] while keeping in mind ethics and client boundaries” is delicate.  There have 
been numerous recorded violations such as: a nurse who posted a patient’s picture and 
chart , a doctor who treated a patient over Twitter, a doctor who asked a patient on a 
date after seeing her profile on a dating website, etc. 
(http://www.greenassoc.com/social-media-violations.html).  These actions can result not 
only in employment termination, but fines upwards of $250,000 and a possible prison 
sentence.  The pervasive issue is that nothing posted publicly should be able to be 
guessed with whom it refers. Some employees think that merely avoiding using names 
is sufficient, but they’re mistaken.  The problem has become so pervasive, companies 
are now specializing in recognizing HIPAA violation threats (such as Novarus 
Healthcare, LLC). 

Additional Problems 
There are some additional problems: fraud and abuse, loss of tax-exempt status, and 
physician licensing. Avoiding fraud and abuse, federal and state laws prohibit 
healthcare providers from giving third parties anything of value as an inducement for the 
third party to generate referrals to the healthcare provider for services which may be 
reimbursable by Medicare or Medicaid. In addition, Healthcare providers are exempt 
from taxation under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, so they are 
prohibited from intervening in political campaigns and from seeking to influence 
legislation as a substantial part of their activities 
(http://source.southuniversity.edu/healthcare-professionals-and-social-networking-
33211.aspx). In terms of third one, If a patient receiving the medical advice from a 
doctor through social media is located in a state in which the doctor is not licensed, the 
doctor giving the advice risks liability. 

The Basic Solution 
There is a 5 step process recommended by Chip Roberson to avoid HIPAA violations.  
He advises companies to create a social media policy, distribute and have employees 
acknowledge receipt of your policy, train your employees, audit your footprint, and 
listen/respond.  Step 1 involves getting a law firm to come up with a set of legal 
boundaries, guidelines, and policies to drive behavior on social media.  Social media is 
a powerful tool and reliable legal advice is import to protect your services as well as the 
patients/prospective patients.  Step 2, inform your staff about the policy and make sure 
they are not only familiar but well versed in the policies set forth and agreed upon  from 
the law firm and decision makers for your department.  It’s important that employees are 
clear about how to avoid the blurry lines of personal and professional accounts.  The 
3rd step is to train your employees.  Not only do you have to inform employees and 
have them acknowledge the policy, but they must also be trained and shown how to put 
it into practice.  The next step is to audit your behavior and internet impact.  To properly 
ensure compliance, an automated system is needed to “discover, manage, and monitor 



your footprint and continue to patrol for new [potential 
violations]”(http://brandle.net/2013/12/avoiding-hipaa-violations-in-social-media/).  The 
final step is to use a listening system, such as Salseforce’s Radian6 or Sysomos.  
These products help you be aware of potentially dangerous content, before it becomes 
a problem.  They work by utilizing industry specific language. 

Our Solution 
Although there are many hurdles when services such as counseling and psychology 
engage in social media, the main problem that always exists is the issue of privacy.  In 
order to protect the customers, or in this case the patient, the very nature of social 
media use by mental and physical health providers is one sided.  Mental and physical 
health social media users need to be efficient without direct engagement one-on-one 
with site users.  If one succeeds in carrying out this one way engagement, the mental 
and physical health service social media campaign can be a successful one.   
 
In order to accomplish this, one method is to provide direct links to helpful and 
informative websites and articles that are published by major news media outlets such 
as the LA Times, news aggregators such as the Huffington Post, or other social media 
sites such as blogs.  This method of posting case studies avoids disclosing sensitive 
information such as personal patient information of the practice while retaining the 
informative nature of case studies.  An example of this can be found on the CAPS 
Facebook page of San Diego State University that recently featured a variety of  pieces 
on various topics such as eating disorders, the effects of personality on weight, and how 
to deal with bad days (https://www.facebook.com/SDSUCounseling).  
 
Another method to engage without direct interaction is to leverage the power and 
appeal of video social media.  With over 1 billion unique viewers each month and over 6 
billion hours of videos watch each month, YouTube is another powerful method that can 
be used (http://www.youtube.com/yt/press/statistics.html).  Mental and physical health 
social media users can start a weekly series through microblogs such a Twitter or 
networking sites such as Facebook that link to unique videos promoting upcoming 
events or groups or issues that patients may have but are afraid to ask or don’t know 
where to go for help.  Video social media can also be used to promote well being 
through a weekly series such as the feel good Friday series through the Counseling and 
Mental Health Center at the University of Texas, Austin, that uses links to YouTube 
muisc videos to promote mental happiness (https://www.facebook.com/utcmhc).  Series 
such as this not only allows the patients the choice to engage, but also gives them 
something to look forward to and a return visit next week on a regular basis.  
 
Along the lines of video social media, visual social media is becoming a more and more 
popular medium of discovery.  Pinterest is the largest social media discovery site that 
uses visual social media and could be a potential good route for mental and physical 
health services to capture new users and engage with them 
(https://leveragenewagemedia.com/downloads/Social-infographic.pdf).  Since Pinterest 
is visual, various boards can be created to address and illustrate various issues.  
Boards such as inspiration can feature inspirational quotes and pictures.  Health and 



well-being issues could have boards that feature calming and relaxing scenery or 
recipes and exercises that are useful for good health.   
 
Conclusion 
Overall the use of social media can be a dangerous minefield to navigate in the mental 
and physical health service industry.  Besides treating the patient, the pervasive issue of 
(un)intentional release of personally identifiable information and violating HIPAA always 
exists.  When one engages in social media, this issue is exponentially amplified as there 
are certain ethical responsibilities that health providers must take regarding advice and 
information they can share. Following the 5 general guideline steps to avoid a HIPAA 
violation and using the recommendations of how to leverage various news, video, and 
visual social media to have engaging one sided interactions will lead to increased use 
and benefit to the mental and physical health content readers.   
 
 
 
 
  



Question #2: 
The Ocean Foundation is celebrating 10 years of protecting the oceans this year, 
and is looking to increase individual-level donations and engagement with their 
cause. They are interested in learning what best practices are for soliciting 
donations via social media. For example, how does the Facebook donation 
feature work, or are there recommended ways to ask for donations on Twitter? 
How can social media be used to raise money directly for a good cause? 
 

Best Practices for Soliciting Donations via Social Media 

By:  Keri Robbins, Abbas Makhdum, and Joey Hinson 
 
Soliciting donations for 
charitable foundations has 
always been a necessity.   
Much of the time nonprofits 
use direct mailings and 
other offline tools to ask for 
donations.   Now with 
social media it makes it 
easier to reach a vast 
number of people at once 
and people are acting.  
Over the last several years 
donations through social 
media have been on the 
rise.   In fact, the average 
donation increased by 
55% from 2010 to 2012*.  
How do we keep the 
momentum going?  In the following paper we will answer that plus questions like, how 
do we ask people to donate to a foundation without them feeling manipulated or 
barraged by emails and requests?  Which social media sites make the biggest splash?  
What is the best way to use each site?  And what is the best time to ask for donations?   
A critical component prior to asking for donations on social media sites is to build up 
your followers.  Get “likes” on Facebook and “followers” on Twitter.  Post videos on You 
Tube.  Upload interesting or beautiful images on Pinterest.  Get your followers excited 
about the work you are doing.  Get them involved.  Make them feel a part of the cause.  
Rather than asking for donations straightaway, it is crucial to interact with your 
supporters to ensure they are engaged first and foremost.  
In order to develop all of the attributes associated with gaining influence in the social 
world such as likes and followers, one must become an adept storyteller.  Stories are at 
the heart of the social promotional campaign structure. Stories should be authentic and 
generate emotion. Stories convey a sense of style and infer the individual components 
of one’s belief system. Stories can create a genuine connection between a cause and 



people willing to support the cause. Once a charitable organization such as the Ocean 
Foundation develops its story, then the mechanisms needed to capture value such as 
donate buttons, requests for referrals, and solicitations for the cause can be hung from 
the story line like irresistible ornaments. 
Some of the main ways that social media can make a big difference in connecting with 
your community and meeting your fundraising goals include: 
Website and Blog 
A website with a blog should be at the center of any charitable campaign.  This is the 
place where stories live. Websites can capture information from the outside world. 
Press releases, tweets, Facebook posts, Quora Sessions and many other external 
conversations can be aggregated at the central website that can be used to build 
credibility with future donors. A blog should also be used to generate content that can 
be shared. Someone should be dedicated to create content around the various themes 
and trends supported by the charitable organization. 
Twitter 
Twitter is one of the most effective tools in the social media marketing arsenal.  It can 
be employed to add jet fuel to articles and promotions as well as a tool to drive online 
contests and campaigns that solicit donations.  First, a hearty analysis of networks 
around your topic should be conducted using Gephi or Node XL. Using hashtags such 
as #saveouroceans or identifying key influencers in this network should be undertaken. 
Once the key influencers and hashtags have been identified, a community manager can 
tweet about particular topics that are being covered on the charitable organization’s blog 
using the @influencer handles and ask those influencers to retweet articles and other 
informational pieces relevant to the charitable organization. The community manager 
can also ask influencers to petition their followers to follow the charitable organization to 
increase the audience that they use for fund raising, etc. Further, compelling articles 
can be tweeted using hashtags relative to the content created and ask for retweets of 
the posts as well as offering a contribution to the over arching conversation in a 
strategic way. 
Facebook 
Facebook will have particularly unique and powerful capabilities to affect awareness, 
interest, desire and action. Facebook allows long form posts, has commenting 
capabilities, the ability to do paid promotions, has social connectivity features such as 
chat and the ability to build groups of friends.  It also can be analyzed with tools like 
Node XL, and Gaphi to determine who the influencers are.  It is now also capable of 
accepting donations.  
In many ways, it can replicate the duties of the primary website and blog. Posts can be 
reconstituted and solicitations for donations can be inserted directly with a direct 
payment capability using the donate button built into Facebook. Facebook also has paid 
capabilities. If there is a post from the blog or a piece of publicity that could yield a 
windfall of donations, then using paid promotion could amplify the effect. 
Eventbrite 



Eventbrite, at first may not seem like a place to build the donation base. However, if we 
are to think of the AIDA (Attention, Interest, Desire and Action) model of marketing, 
Eventbrite effects many of the components of the model simultaneously. Eventbrite has 
a premade community of people that go to events, and when you tag an event with 
terms like “ocean”, “charity”, etc. it automatically reaches out to people who have 
attended like events and notifies them of your event - giving them the ability to register. 
So, awareness is built in. Action is also driven immediately. Money can be collected in 
the form of ticket sales. Eventbrite also allows charitable organizations to collect 
donations through their site.  
As the event page in Eventbrite attracts participants, it can also serve as a place to 
begin building the list of people that you will ask to be your followers in various other 
social channels. Eventbrite allows organizers to capture email addresses, twitter 
handles, and demographic information. This information can be used as the basis for 
email outreach campaigns focused on building communities in other mediums such as 
Twitter and Facebook. These email addresses can also be used as the basis of a 
newsletter program. All of this requires an opt-in component in the registration process. 
Events have always been a great way to build communities and Eventbrite is a great 
addon that can help form the seed of digital communities. 
Youtube 
Youtube can be used to host videos for the website locally and the social capabilities of 
Youtube can help extend and further build community. However, there are no real 
actionable options directly in Youtube such as a donate button. 
Pinterest 
Another avenue for driving donations is Pinterest.  Get started by creating a pin board 
with images that relate to your cause.   To ensure donations, include URLs to landing 
pages in the "Edit" section of your pins.  Make sure you follow the people who repin 
posts from your board to cultivate the relationship.   
Conclusion 
Using the above tools, you can create a social media campaign that captures your 
audience.  A recipe for success will include: 

● Building great stories on a primary website with a blog 
● Creating social media accounts like Twitter and Facebook to share and enhance 

the stories 
● Use events to blend the onsite and offsite communities 
● Once your audience is engaged, use the channels to directly solicit donations 

and drive revenue for the charitable organization 
*http://www.orbitmedia.com/blog/social-media-for-nonprofits/ 
 
 
  



Question #3: 
What techniques and practices work best to increase sharing of posts/tweets and 
other engagement with social media? What are some things that a group like the 
Ocean Foundation can do to get their followers to share their message with 
others? Any topics, wordings, timings, or formats that are especially effective at 
prompting sharing on social media? 
 

Getting Engagement and Shares 
By Sebastian Gonzalez Oertel, Mariana Melcon, and Robin Clough 

 
Intro 
SustainUCSD is the online presence of the UCSD Sustainability Resource Centre. This 
paper will cover strategies to improve the following, engagement and reach of this 
center, as well as dealing with sharing controversial content. SustainUCSD is already 
sharing successful content, well crafted to each social network.  
 
Content Focus  
The most important thing is to know your audience. In some of your social media 
channels (like Facebook) you have the demographics who visit your sites. Try to 
produce style according to those demographics and what you know of people visiting 
your site. Please note, however, that not all social media platforms will necessarily have 
the same people watching. 
The source of the content can be from activities, research, execution of SustainUCSD, 
press releases in which SustainUCSD is mentioned, or other articles or information 
available with relevant content (e.g. green applications). This type of information can be 
found on the internet, magazines, conferences, etc. 
The content can be presented in form of text with a picture attached or videos –as 
SustainUCSD has already been doing on YouTube. The videos posted on YouTube can 
also be shared with other social media platforms. As for text format, take into account 
the story telling is particularly effective. 
When posting content from another party, make sure to write some text or add a picture 
–not just posting a link to the corresponding URL. 
 
Social Platform Overviews 
SustainUCSD is currently focused on Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube. These three 
platforms should be the key focus for their social following. Facebook allows 
SustainUCSD the social, within friend group focus, which is so important in motivating 
individuals about environmental causes, and it also creates a community, which is 
harder to achieve on other platforms. Posting photos with great viral backing stories will 
be the most effective on Facebook. Within Environmental movements, new content and 
breaking news are real time, live events. Twitter is the platform, which is made for these 
more frequent updates. Furthermore, YouTube is the ideal platform to video-share 
educational videos with the potential of reaching thousands of viewers with the addition 
of video blogging. During times where little news is available, most companies would 
simply use their Twitter to support their Facebook content, but most importantly when a 



big event takes place in this space, Sustain UCSD should try to ‘Live Tweet’ reactions to 
developing news, joining hash tags and replying to others within the community.  
 Instagram might be the other network to join – the deciding factor in this decision 
would be to ask the Facebook group members how many were active in the space. If 
more than 40%, it could be more viral space to join.  
 
Content / Posting Frequency 
 
Posting good content, well thought out, formatted for social media is always the key and 
therefor the ability to find that content might be the dependent factor on deciding on the 
frequency of your posts. If this content is abundant then posting up to 3 times a day on 
Facebook and as many times as you want (within reason) on Twitter is a good start. 
Facebook recently tightened their newsfeed algorithms meaning that it’s harder to reach 
your full audience, but regular posting is a way to counter-act this. A good indicator on 
when to post can be found within your Facebook Insights section of the group, and the 
inside the posts tab. The first graph in this space indicates the times at which your 
following is most active on FB, posting just before these times is optimum. The 
uploading of videos in YouTube doesn’t have to be that frequent. You could have a new 
video every month. However the content of the video has to be new, creative and 
informative.  
 
One of the most popular tools to help you do this is Buffer.com. It allows you to 
schedule your future content easily as well as supplying campaign effectiveness 
analytics.  
 
 
Generating User Engagement 
Sustain UCSD is already posting successful content. Two other tools available in this 
space are made easy with Facebook. The first is to host a poll, a feature now offered as 
part of the Facebook posts toolbar. Ask your audience what they think of a current 
event, new legislation, ideas for the future and then announce the results.  
 
The second tool is to post discussion questions and then motivate friends directly to 
react or give their opinion. As SustainUCSD content can be controversial at times, 
starting a debate shouldn’t be too difficult, but it could be a powerful tool in acquiring a 
growing following.  
 
Building an Active User base  
Once the engagement of users has been achieved, there is a number of tactics that can 
be applied to build an active user base. One option would be to create reliable forums 
where people can generate or participate of useful discussions. Another option would 
be to generate a rewards system based on their participation on any of the social media 
platforms. The reward doesn’t have to be huge, but often times, getting some kind of 
incentive (even if it’s a digital star by their name) constitutes an incentive for people to 
participate. 
 



Sharing Controversy and Moderating Content  
The first thing to take into account is that many platforms (e.g. blogs) can be moderated. 
This is particular useful to get rid of spam. As for legitimate controversy, do not ignore 
those comments. Try to respond in an educated non-defensive way. Usually backing up 
your reasoning with information is welcome and publicly accepting that there may be 
other visions is ok. Showing respect for other opinions is good, while keeping the topic 
you advocate for. 
Having another opinion or being wrong is not a good reason to respond rudely or be 
aggressive. Try to educate the other person in an open and calm way or, if you notice a 
mistake was done, admit it.  
 
Monitoring Global Conversations  
There are several platforms where you can monitor global conversations. One option is 
to literally set up keywords in a platform like Hootsuite a system made for brand 
management. The system’s user interface takes the form of a dashboard, and supports 
the integration with social networks. This type of platforms will get conversations that 
mention those keywords. Also, you can set alerts per email every time any website 
mentions something in particular. One of the most common ones is Google Alerts. 
 
Tracking Performance 
In order to track the performance of your social media efforts there are many tools now 
easily available which give you unlimited access to different information about your 
followings, from engagement, average users etc. The Facebook insights section should 
be your first and core piece of analytics for daily checking. Beyond this, utilizing the 
campaign analytics from Hootsuite or Bluffer also add extra context.  
 
To measure how successful you are being, benchmarking is a great tool for this. By 
comparing and following another similar page, for example UCLA’s similar group or to a 
page that’s size is the goal for SustainUCSD, you will be able to get a very accurate 
read on performance.  
 
Final Strategies 
The center wants a way to deliver a clear message on the content and information of 
the organization’s events, results, and objectives. So, the strategy for SustainUCSD 
should start by constantly developing a greater active user base. In order to reach this 
goal and be able to engage the community to participate on their events, SustainUCSD 
should first focus on new ways to acquire active users. In other words, the strategy 
would be to improve the expansion of their network. As already mentioned, some of the 
options for this growth would be to create a rewards system based on their participation 
on any of the social media platforms, create reliable forums, exploit the existing tools on 
the already used networks, and join new networks. The team suggests Instagram. 
 
Once the center has successfully obtained an active user base the following steps 
should be to monitor global conversations, track the performance, and moderate the 
content. This would develop a reliable reputation on the center and enhance the user 
base.   



Question #4: 
Many organizations currently have one employee who handles social media, and 
it may be only a portion of their duties overseeing communications for the 
organization. What are some best practices for a social media manager who is 
solely responsible for their company’s social media output and can’t dedicate full 
time to managing it? Are there any shortcuts to keep in mind, or ways to 
prioritize their tasks that they should know about, or any other good advice for 
making the most of their half-person-sized social media efforts? 
 

The Ocean Foundation Social Media Marketing Strategy 
By Christine Park, Mari Bothwell, and Marcio Barros 

 
This white paper will give useful strategies for the Ocean Foundation related to 

their Social Media Marketing. The purpose of this paper is to give insight as to the 
current problems, and provide suggestions and potential solutions to solving these 
problems.  

The Ocean Foundation is a charitable foundation and thus must use its funding 
effectively. Unfortunately that often means doing much work with little resources. One 
important means of receiving support for the Foundation includes having an effective 
Social Media Marketing Strategy. The Ocean Foundation has one part-time employee to 
handle social media and the other duties include overseeing communications for the 
Organization.  

This position is an extremely important position for the Foundation as they have 
continuous needs for funding, donations, and support from their local consumers. Social 
Media is a means of effectively presenting their position and grabbing attention of 
potential donators, however, they have one individual that is expected to perform and 
be successful while also working part-time. This year is their 10th Anniversary and there 
are several ways in which the Ocean Foundation can successfully use Social Media as 
a marketing strategy to bring in more support and donations. 

1. Blog: 
a. The blog is currently very up to date and there are several individuals 

writing about different topics. This should be kept up and prioritized. 
Information regarding the conservation of the Ocean can best be 
communicated through the blog. 

b. Invite non-Ocean Foundation professionals or individuals to contribute 
to the blog. 

c. Each topic should be educational and interesting 
2. Website: 

a. Very organized. Don’t make it any more complicated 
b. Make it less complicated to look at. The background on each section 

is dark, and the font is dark.  
c. Have sub-pages and topics in a bigger font.  

i. For example, under the tab “Services”, there are multiple 
services listed towards the top right. Have those topics in a 
bigger font or have then also tabbed. Each topic is very word-y 
and people usually just want to read what they are interested in. 



d. All of the content is very wordy, and may of the topics have links giving 
further information. This information should be condensed. 

i. For example, on the “About Us” page, there is a lot of content 
yet there is also a link to download a “Learn more about us” 
page. The entire “About Us” section seems to be a page, so 
there is too much going on. 

e. While this is about the ocean, the website could be changed to look 
more professional without having grainy images as the background 

f. Make it pretty. Less words, more pictures. 
3. Donation Collection: 

a. The first link into the website is a request for donations. This is not 
suggested. Before even creating a relationship through the website, 
an immediate request for donation is a turn-off. 

b. “Ways to Give” and the Donation section is big and prominent. Keep it 
that way 

c. “Give With Confidence” section can be more focused. People like to 
know that you are trustworthy. 

4. Facebook: 
a. Don’t make your Facebook your blog unless you want to get rid of the 

blog altogether. 
b. Work on increasing “likes” on posts. Events should always be 

advertised on Facebook and sent out to as many individuals as 
possible. 

c. No more than two posts a day. Give people a chance to look at the 
content. 

5. Get a LinkedIn profile: 
a.  A lot of professionals are on LinkedIn. These individuals have the 

money to donate. 
b. Don’t make LinkedIn the same as Facebook. Keep it professional. 
c. Fine professionals and connect to them. Networking is extremely 

important 
6. Twitter: 

a. May be unnecessary to have an account since there is both Facebook 
and the blog. Short blurbs can contain links to either. 

7. Create relationships with donators 
a. People are more willing to donate if they get something in return. They 

enjoy being recognized for their gracious donation. Offer events or 
prizes to motivate bigger donations. 

b. The calendar on the website is empty. Don’t have something on the 
website that is not used. 

c. Give recognition to those who do donate. 
8. Time Management 

a. Because the labor resource is extremely limited in this case, it is 
important to make smart decisions about what social media is going to 
be effective in comparison to others. One part-time individual cannot 
possibly do it all, nor is it suggested. 



b. The blog and Facebook should continue to be maintained. 
c. Twitter may be eliminated. The Ocean Foundation tells stories, and 

Twitter does not allow for stories to be told except through links. In 
addition, it may not be reaching the target market. 

d. As mentioned before, do not post on Facebook more than twice a day. 
e. Blog should have at least one significant update every other day. 

There should not be multiple posts in one day because it can be 
overwhelming. 

 
Though resources are limited, the website is the main source for donators. 

The website is informative but too wordy. There are ways where the part-time 
worker can clean up the website by taking away repetitive sections and putting 
the important information up. One big mistake for the Ocean Foundation is that 
the donation page pops up before the actual website. Donators are customers 
and customers enjoy feeling as though they are appreciated, not bombarded. 
Create relationships, acknowledge the donators, and keep the donating simple.  

In addition, the Ocean Foundation should have physical events that are 
advertised by their social media. They should take advantage of their 10 year 
anniversary and look for prizes or giveaways that will bring more traffic to their 
Facebook and blog. By concentrating on certain tasks and social media methods, 
the Ocean Foundation can eliminate unnecessary methods of social media to 
grab more attention. With these different changes to the Social Media Marketing 
Strategy, the Ocean Foundation can significantly increase the number of 
followers and hopefully increase their donations by the end of the fiscal year.  

 
  



Question #5: 
Obviously a group SustainUCSD is concerned with issues of climate change, and 
yet this can be a controversial topic. What are some guidelines for dealing with a 
controversial topic on social media? Things that would be of use to know might 
include the language you should consider using to discuss a controversial topic 
to help moderate people’s reactions to it, or vice versa, wording to avoid that can 
raise objections or make people defensive. Also relevant: how might you deal 
with people who complain about the topic or raise conspiracy theories? 
 

Controversy on Social Media 
By Maggie Wang, Linran Yu, Yu Hu, and Yi Zhao 

 
There’s no doubt that one of the biggest risks to involved in social media is the 
possibility of brand and reputation damage by raising issues of controversial topic and 
dealing with the defensive commends or complains. So, you need to set up rules and 
strategies on how interactions and complaints should be handled. 
 
Guidelines for dealing with a controversial topic on social media  
 

1. Edit your content appropriately and professionally. Try to not use the 
vocabularies with personal emotions, such as “we believe/ assume, it should be / 
must…” Fact-based studies will be strong to stand for your points. Studies, facts, 
numbers, chart, quotes, graph and videos will be efficient to help carry words. 
Borrow the force from authority. You may quote some research or statement of 
experts that are more compelling. 

2. Try to build an association with something already liked or desired by the target 
audience, such as pleasure and security. Maybe the content you post does not 
make explicit claims that protecting the environment will bring good outcomes, 
but the association is implied. Like Nike successfully associates itself with 
Victory, a good utilization of association techniques can create emotional 
transfer.  

3. No one likes to be left out or left behind, so if you imply shows that everyone is 
doing so and so to protect the environment, then other audience will easy to get 
motivated. Fore example, SustainUCSD can point out it statement starting with 
"As Californians have been keen on recycling…"  

4. You may also get celebrities’ support.  If SustainUCSD can convince a celebrity 
to endorse this organization, it can bring attention to SustainUCSD and get your 
controversial topic more positive support.  

5.  Humor grabs our attention, because when we laugh, we feel good. 
SustainUCSD can try to connect that good feeling to the controversial theme. 
You can show something funny and then when people think about SustainUCSD 
in the future, they will feel happy and feel positive towards it and its theme on 
protecting the environment. 

6. Use something disliked or feared by the target such as illness and promote an 
idea. SustainUCSD can use this technique to convince people to avoid polluting 



the environment. 

How might you deal with people who complain about the topic or raise 
conspiracy theories? 
First of all, you should know that not everyone is going to agree with you and your 
organization. People feel free to express displeasure or disagreement very openly on 
the social media. However, we still need some tactics to minimize the damage of our 
reputation and branding, and here are some suggestions for dealing with defensive 
comments or complain.  

1. Always have a backup plan and attention distractive strategy before you post 
some sensitive or controversial topics, such as positive or good news in the field, 
an interactive event or promotion of your organization, etc.  

2. Prompt response. Don’t try to hide in the sand when your audience attack you 
with negative complain. Response quickly.  

3. Professional reply. Be careful to separate emotion from your response. 
Acknowledge alternative opinions and provide constructive comments.  

4. Don’t delete negative comments unless it is abuse or too far off-topic. Be aware 
that some people use social media solely to provoke, insult and offend. For the 
most part, their aim is to provoke a response.  

Considering the situation we just mention, we also like to provide some suggestion of 
how to monitor the feedback on your social media. Using language detecting and 
sentiment analysis tools could help you effectively understand the direction of public 
opinion and take preventive measure ahead. Here are some very useful tools:  

• Google Alert. GA is a powerful content change detection and notification service. 
Define the keywords of your topic and choose the websites you need to 
supervise. Google Alert will detect the important updates of these keyword on 
your chosen website and send notifications, usually emails, to you. Notification 
frequency could be customized. You can also generate a feed and subscribe it 
with your RSS. 

• Twitter sentiment140. This site is designed to monitor the real time twitter stream 
for products and brands. Although when identify ‘positive’ or ‘negative’ sentiment 
it is not always accurate, but this tool can provide a general visualized diagram to 
display the sentiment of twitter posts involving your topics.  

• Sentiment140 Alerts. This is the alert service of Sentiment140 but much more 
useful when dealing with adverse remarks. You will receive a notification 
immediately when negative sentiment spikes for a keyword. This is useful in early 
detection of viral news defaming your organization. Twitter breaks news several 
minutes before the press, so you'll have extra time to perform crisis 
management. 

Last but not least, you should understand that a controversial topic could be beneficial if 
you manage it in an appropriate way and utilize its influence. When writing something 
controversial on social media, you should know that the controversial topics are not 
always necessarily negative to you. Sometimes, controversial topics are just taking a 
stance on certain hot topics. For such kind of topics, people usually get involved 
massively. They would like to hear more discussions and the updates. In turn, the 
discussions would bring you more attention and followers to your organization.   



Question #6: 
Many groups have both a Facebook page and a Twitter feed, and they would like 
to know how to produce content for each that is differentiated from the other. It 
would be good to have some guidelines for content that can be used for both 
with only slight tweaking and for content that is produced with only one or the 
other in mind. What would content specific to Facebook or Twitter look like, and 
content that could be used for both? 
 

Facebook and Twitter Content 
By Andrew Juang, Blair Kao, and Jenny Quach 

 
 
SustainUCSD currently maintains its online presence through both Facebook and 
Twitter. While some content on the pages should be differentiated from one another, 
other content can be used on both social media sites with minor adjustments.  
 

• Content specific to Facebook 
 
Popular Facebook marketing contents are often call-to-action ones. This often 
encourages users to “like” to show support, or once they have completed 
something asked in the post. One example can be seen below (Walmart does a 
great job of this). Since Facebook’s algorithm is programmed to show posts that 
have the most likes and comments - this increases exposure for the brand. 
Another characteristic of Facebook marketing content are monetary incentives 
provided to “followers”. Posts like these often asks users to comment below or 
like for discounts and special promotions. 

 

 



• Content specific to Twitter 
 
Content of Twitter, or “tweets” as they are referred as, are mostly concise. Due to 
the 140 character limit of tweets, authors and marketers often have to tailor 
information to make the most impact with the least words.  
 
Content titles on Twitter are often witty or humorous, in other words, they seek to 
grab attention of the audience. Titles that appeal to the readers get shared, and 
thus increasing exposure from a marketing standpoint.  
 
Marketing content on twitter frequently involves hashtags. Brands often include 
hashtags that are relevant to their service, product or target market in their 
tweets, so to reach out to users that share the same interest.  
 
The most retweeted content on twitter tend to be ones that are actionable. For 
example, “10 ways to improve your fitness level,” or “5 office exercise to burn off 
that slice of pizza”. Time relevant posts were among the most retweeted as well. 
This matches the nature of Twitter, as it is able to provide up to date information 
on events or topics of timely interest. Some examples would be “12 seconds - 
fastest scoring in Superbowl history”, or “Lebron signs with Miami Heats”.  
 

• Content for both 
 

Image  
 
Marketing content for Twitter and Facebook often includes images related to the 
topic to attract their target audience. Using Starbucks as an example, we could 
find that for the same topic they used similar pictures and content to express the 
same information. Below are the pictures that Starbucks used to promote their 
dessert. Although content on Twitter are often text-based, when it comes to 
significant events or products, companies use pictures to increase exposure and 
identity.    
 
In this case, if the company wants to promote an event or seminar, it would be 
beneficial to have pictures which relate to the topic in order to generate interest 
from followers. It is convenient to have a few pictures for both Facebook and 
Twitter with this method. Keeping it simple and straight to the point makes it 
easier to understand, giving it the ability to reach out to a wider audience. 



 

       
 

Increase Followers/Fans 
 

Both contents on Facebook and Twitter have the same purpose of increasing 
followers. Whether it is to “follow for updates” or “show support by clicking the 
like button”, companies that advertise on both platforms are focused on creating 
traction. Nike does an excellent job of increasing its followers by announcing new 
releases of its sneakers exclusively on Twitter and Facebook. By promoting and 
tying into popular brands, both companies have the ability to gain exposure and 
reach out to a wider customer base. Because social method can be a medium for 
all interests and demographics, both companies need only to tie into the largest 
brand (such as Starbucks for coffee drinkers) of each target group for maximum 
growth.  

 
  



Question #7: 
SustainUCSD has a limited budget, and would like to know what the best tool(s) 
for managing their various social media accounts would be. They would love to 
know about good free, cheap, and aspirationally-priced social media 
management tools, and whether there is one tool at each of those price levels 
that can do everything they might need, or whether there is a collection of tools 
that is more effective than one single tool. 
 

Social Media Planning Tools 
By Brian Roach, Daniela Kutryanova, and Amanda Edelson 

 
1. Hootsuite 

 
 
Pros: 
- Tiered pricing (including free) 
- Post to Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, Google+ Pages, Foursquare, Wordpress, 
YouTube, Flickr, and MailChimp 
- Free for up to 5 social profiles 
- Message Scheduling 
- Basic Analytics 
- Pro version is only $8.99/month and adds on more advanced scheduling features like 
bulk uploading as well as advanced analytics 
 
Cons: 
- Basic Analytics 
- Free version only allows 1 person to manage the account 
- UI is ugly and UX makes the learning curve moderately difficult/frustrating 
- No content engine or status idea generator  
 
2. Post planner 

 
 



Pros: 
- Unlimited number of pages (all packages) 
- Unlimited number of Lists 
- Ability to schedule repeating posts 
- Status Idea library with over 10,000 ready to go statuses 
- Content Engine that aggregates competitors’ timeline feeds from both Facebook & 
Twitter in an easy way for you to re-post (You don’t have to reinvent the wheel to be 
successful!) 
- Viral Trending Content engine 
- Custom Post Targeting (target by demographic and geo-location) 
- Bulk upload posts and photo albums for immediate or scheduled posts 
- Branded Sharebar (ability to add your brand, Like button, and text ad to every 
webpage you share) 
- Team Access (Guru & Agency only) 
- Bulk upload 
- Decent analytics 
- Ability to brand posts with “Posted via (insert brand name or website here)” under all 
posts 
 
Cons:  
- No free account 
- Only able to post to Facebook pages 
- It is only a Facebook app (no native or mobile app) 
 
 
3. Buffer 

 
 
Pros: 
- Free for personal use (1 Facebook/Twitter/LinkedIn profile only) 
- Ability to optimize posts based on when the most people are online, or manually 
schedule posts 
- Ability to add posts to buffer with one click via browser extensions (Safari, FireFox, 
Chrome, & Opera) 
- Buffer re-tweets and re-posts from each social site directly 
- Has native iOS and Android apps that are very functional 
- Buffer blog posts and Reddit articles 
Analytics integrate with Google Analytics for powerful tracking 
- 2-step Authentication (paid accounts only) 
 



Cons: 
- Paid (Business) accounts are really expensive compared to the other services listed 
- Team Access only on Business accounts 
- Free account doesn’t allow posting to Facebook pages 
- Only allows posting to Google+ Pages, no support for personal profiles 
 
4. SproutSocial  

 
 
Pros: 
- Ability to post to Twitter, Facebook fan pages, Google+ Pages, & LinkedIn profiles 
- Google Analytics integration 
- Single stream inbox for all accounts 
- Ability to post and schedule 
- Robust built-in CRM tool 
- Team Access and delegation 
- “Free” mobile apps with purchase of paid accounts 
- Ability to post to personal profiles for all team members 
- Social monitoring feature similar to Post Planner’s “Viral Content Engine” 
- Clean UI/UX 
- Free 30-day trial (no credit-card required) 
- “ViralPost” feature similar to Buffer’s post optimization feature 
 
 
Cons: 
- No free account 
- No content engine or status idea generator 
- Cheapest account is still very expensive at $39/month 
 
5. Everypost 
 

 
 
You can watch a short summary video of Everypost here.  
 



Pros: 
- FREE 
- Native iOS and Android apps 
- Customize posts for each social network via easy-to-use swiping gestures 
- Post to a whole slew of social networks including Facebook, Twitter, Google+ Pages 
and profiles, Pinterest, LinkedIn, & Tumblr.  
- Ability to link Dropbox & Google Drive to attach files 
 
Cons: 
- Mobile only, which makes posting often difficult/frustrating 
- No scheduling feature 
- No bulk-upload feature 
 
6. Bit.ly 

 
 
Pros: 
- Free and paid accounts 
- Real-time tracking with a single click 
- Shortens URLs to conserve valuable posting space 
- Ability to set a custom vanity URL for all your shared links (paid account only) 
- Open API for developers 
- Deep analytics with Google Analytics integration 
- Easy-to-use and clean UI 
- Mobile is is very functional and compliments the web access well 
 
Cons: 
- None. Everyone should use bit.ly (or another URL shortening service) 
 
Recommendation 
 

Taking into consideration the nature, content, and posting frequency Sustain 
UCSD is currently operating under, we feel that one (or possibly two) of the above tools 
may be helpful in both managing and growing the organizations social networks. 
Depending on what their particular goals are in terms of growth, one of these tools may 
be a better choice than the others.  

Hootsuite and Sprout Social are geared more towards enterprise level 
companies, which could explain their relatively high price tags. Coming in close behind 
but still in what seems to be a lower tier in terms of robustness and functionality is Post 
Planner. While it is extremely powerful in some ways–like being able to pull competitors’ 
feeds and having built-in status ideas–it’s limited posting functionality (Facebook only) 
make it a lower-level social media management tool. Buffer is an unbelievably powerful 



tool that allows you to add posts to a queue (your “Buffer”) that then posts to all your 
social networks at the most optimal times. While the free version doesn’t allow for 
posting to business profiles it is still very powerful. Last but not least is bitly. While there 
are a number of other URL shortening services like Google URL shortener, is.gd, and 
Ow.ly to name a few, bitly is one of the few that offers both free and paid accounts. The 
benefit of a paid account is that you are able to brand all of your URLs with a your 
organizations name like Blend does with their shortlinks: http://blnd.io/1hFnIJh. 
 As a final recommendation, we would like to suggest a two-part solution that we 
believe will best help Sustain UCSD both manage and grow their social media accounts 
in a cost-effective and efficient manner. Again, based on nature, content, and current 
posting schedule Sustain UCSD is operating under, we feel that the best way to 
maximize your organizations efforts would be to sign up for free Hootsuite and bitly 
accounts. The free account of Hootsuite has more than enough built-in functionality and 
features and should adequately meet all of Sustain UCSD’s social media needs. 
Regarding bitly, while Hootsuite does have built in analytics, it is important to track both 
the success (or failure) of your posts across your social networks and where the 
inbound traffic to your site is coming from. For these reasons we highly encourage you 
to start using bitly to shorten all links that you intend to push out through your social 
channels. 
 
 
  



 
Question #8: 
Bella Vista Caffé has a number of weekly events they would like to publicize and 
are wondering what is the best approach to handling advertisement of recurring 
events. For example, they have live music Wednesday and Thursday evenings, 
and are starting a happy hour for scientists and entrepreneurs to meet up on 
Tuesdays. How might they get customers to come to the first few sessions of 
these happy hours, and then keep them coming after they’re established, without 
being repetitive? 
 

Social Media Strategy for a Small Service Business 
By Eileen Chow, Karen DeJohn, Lisette Acevedo, and Pete Major 

Introduction 
In the era of digital media, local service-based businesses are using the Internet and 
social media to attract new customers. Many of these businesses have a small online 
presence in the form of a website and Facebook page, but wonder if they could be 
doing more with social media or word-of-mouth campaigns to boost business and 
expand their customer base.  This is especially important for young businesses that 
want to increase their offerings to existing customers while also attracting new 
customers.  These businesses want to focus their efforts and limited resources on 
offerings that will help them achieve their goals.  
Strategy 
With so many options available for social media, it is recommended that businesses 
define a social media strategy before jumping in. To achieve the goal of increasing 
customer visits, businesses can follow this process: 

1. Identify your target market’s influencers. Where does your target market get 
news and recommendations about services like yours? Which online applications 
and groups currently engage your target market? 

2. Identify the social media outlets that will have the greatest impact on target 
market engagement based on what you discovered in step 1. 

3. Reflect on your brand attributes for consideration in crafting your message. Is 
your brand personable? Professional? Spontaneous? High quality? 

4. Craft a message for each social media outlet selected in step 2 that meets the 
business’ identity requirements defined in step 3. Refine your messaging so that 
it speaks directly to your target audience. Communicate relevant information that 
is unique to your business and the present day. 

5. Define events that will trigger new communications for each social media outlet in 
the future. Communications should engage your market on an on-going basis, 
but not be so frequent they get ignored. 

6. If your business already has an online presence, adjust the existing presence as 
needed/able to align with the strategy defined in steps 3, 4, and 5. 



7. Begin executing your social media strategy. Participate in two-way conversations 
with potential customers whenever possible and appropriate. 

8. Monitor your performance. Has your customer volume increased as a result of 
your new social media strategy? One way to find out is to offer a promotion on 
specific social media outlets to determine where customers are coming from. E.g. 
a coupon on Twitter, a secret promotion code on Facebook, etc. 

9. Continue strategy execution, revising if needed, based on your findings in step 8.  

Example: Bella Vista Social Club and Caffe 
Bella Vista Social Club and Caffe is a new bistro located within the Sanford Consortium 
for Regenerative Medicine, a building that houses stem cell researchers from the 
various La Jolla research institutions and has a killer view of the Pacific Ocean, Torrey 
Pines Golf Course, and paragliders taking off from the Gliderport. They are open not 
only during working hours but also evenings and weekends1. This is because they want 
to be known as more than just a cafeteria for scientists. 
Bella Vista just celebrated its one-year anniversary and wants to expand its customer 
base. Most of Bella Vista’s customers come from local institutions who purchase food 
during working hours. Starting March 4th, Bella Vista will begin twice-monthly 
networking happy hours for professionals. One of the goals of these events is to 
connect entrepreneurs and scientists, with the hope of increasing customer traffic in the 
evenings at Bella Vista. To extend their reach beyond the individuals working in the 
local institutions, Bella Vista has introduced additional evening events, including live 
music on Wednesday and Thursday nights. It uses its online presence as an important 
component of its marketing strategy and to raise awareness about these events. They 
do this mainly through Facebook and their own website. Like many small local 
businesses that use social media to promote events, Bella Vista is looking for a strategy 
that can keep advertisement for recurring events from getting stale over time.  
Currently, most new customers have come through in person and online word of mouth. 
Bella Vista uses their main website to display their restaurant and catering menus, 
hours of operation, and upcoming events. It contains pictures that clearly define Bella 
Vista’s best features: the food and view. On Yelp they have a high rating of 4.5 stars 
and 74 reviews2. Based on the reviews Yelp seems to be a strong source of word of 
mouth advertising that is driving in clients from outside the research institutions. Based 
on their target market, Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn could all be effective social 
media outlets. 
To recruit new clientele, Bella Vista can enhance its Facebook content. If it would like to 
be known not just as a lunchtime cafeteria for scientists, their posts should reflect this. 
They have started to do this by highlighting catering events and musicians that have 
participated in evening events, but they can also highlight evening and weekend brunch 
specials since these events are popular with individuals that do not work in the area3. 
Their current Facebook page offers detailed information such as their daily specials and 

                                                
1 http://bellavistacaffe.com/ 
2 http://www.yelp.com/biz/bella-vista-social-club-and-caffe-san-diego 2 http://www.yelp.com/biz/bella-vista-social-club-and-caffe-san-diego 
3 http://www.yelp.com/biz/bella-vista-social-club-and-caffe-san-diego 



commentary on recent events4. They could improve their messaging by reducing the 
number of images and posts that are not unique to their business. They should also 
remove low quality photographs of their menu items. Where high quality photographs 
cannot be obtained, they can write mouth-watering descriptions of the food being 
offering. They should incentivize people to Like their page and to share the page with 
their friends, by offering a coupon in return for doing so – drawing customers in to their 
business. They can also use Facebook to engage current customers by having surveys 
to pick the happy hour drink special.  
Many restaurants use Twitter as part of their social media marketing campaign. In fact, 
Bella Vista’s owners use Twitter for their food truck business, Swieners5. However, they 
have not used this channel for Bella Vista. Twitter can be used to send messages 
regarding happy hours, music events, brunch menu features, and special guests that 
come to each event. Posts should be made once within one day of the event, and, if the 
content is compelling, once during the event. They can also get special guests for each 
event to tweet about the events.  
LinkedIn allows business professionals to share connections. Because they have 
planned networking events, Bella Vista can set up a company profile on LinkedIn and 
provide incentives for customers to Follow them. They can direct potential customers to 
their LinkedIn Profile when posting on Twitter or Facebook about networking happy 
hours. This allows Bella Vista to leverage their existing customer base of highly 
influential researchers and entrepreneurs to build a following online, and eventually in 
the restaurant. They can also leverage the various groups that their followers belong to 
by providing incentives for current customers to post content within these groups. They 
can even have one group host each networking event in order to provide variety. 
Once the changes are in place, Bella Vista can monitor online followers, in-store 
customer flow, and coupon redemption to determine what is working and what is not. 
Bella Vista can use this information to revise their strategy and make sure that the 
online advertisements stay fresh. This will help keep current customers engaged while 
also recruiting new ones. 
 
 
  

                                                
4 https://www.facebook.com/BVCaffe 
5 https://twitter.com/SwienersSwiss 



Question #9: 
Bella Vista is currently establishing and expanding their catering capabilities, and 
are wondering how to advertise them on social media. Because the audience for 
those posts will be quite different than their typical customer, what should they 
keep in mind in order to appeal to potential catering customers without annoying 
or confusing their individual customers? What are some suggestions for handling 
both B2B and B2C traffic to the same social media accounts? 
 

Working with both B2C and B2B Customers 
By Chen Chen and Xingwei Huang 

Nowadays, I believe most of the companies, regardless of big or small size, they cannot 
afford to ignore social media presence. According to the 2013 Social Media Marketing 
Industry Report [1], 97% of companies are participating in social media marketing and 
86% of them say social media is important to their business. Comparing to tradition 
marketing approach, social media offers a host of advantages: a fast way to spread the 
word, low cost, reach out the massive market, enhance the customer engagement and 
so forth. 
Prior to implementing the social media marketing, a company should have very good 
understanding of their customer in terms of determining the marketing approach: B2B 
and B2C. I believe that no one would argue there is big difference between B2C and 
B2B in marketing strategy. They are applied in different scenarios depending on the 
requirement of customer. In general, B2C market is primarily product driven, and aims 
to capture larger market. It typically has a shorter sales cycle, driven by customer’s 
emotional purchasing decision in terms of status, desire and price. By contrast, B2B 
market is relationship driven with focus on relatively smaller market. Having a longer 
sales cycles, it is driven by customer’s rational decision in business value.  Also, in 
terms of the brand image, while B2C is relied on advertisement and price promotion, 
B2B mostly stems from personal relationship and consultative selling. As a result, 
companies should utilize different social media tools to implement the marketing 
strategy in the hope of addressing different customer segment.   
With no doubt, Facebook dominates in the B2C space. The report [1] indicates that there 
are 67% of marketers select it as their first choice. Blogging and Twitters account for 
11% and 10% respectively. On the other side, the pie of B2B is cut into more equal 
piece. LinkedIn and Facebook accounts for 29% respectively while Twitter and Blogging 
make up 19% and 16% correspondingly. We can notice that B2B is more diversified 
than B2C in terms of the social media platform.  
More concrete speaking, in the B2C space, if companies use Facebook to promote their 
product, with purpose of increasing traffic, they should increase the number of “Like” as 
many as possible through making the images that are posted look pretty. By leveraging 
Blogging, companies are able to build a “Q&A” platform to enhance customer interaction 
experience. With the consolidation of questions that customers ask most frequent and 
customer feedback, companies can elaborate a general solution that maybe helpful to 
customers. By doing so, they also benefit from cost reduction in customer services. 



Plus, Twitter is an effective way to post product promotion content on a timely manner. 
People tend to follow companies’ twitter to receive the latest discount message quickly.  
On the B2B side, LinkedIn is the most effective platform to increase the traffic on a 
professional level. Companies can create their own business group and call for people 
to join. In this way, members with the similar background feel free to network each 
other. Companies also can distribute the content such as event information or hot topic 
discussion in the group. In some cases, if they post the URL, in order to make the 
content look concise, they can use Twitter or other tool to make it shorter. Twitter is 
another channel to gain more visibility. For instance, hashtag is a good way that allows 
customers to find the companies by following conversations on a topic of interest. 
Additionally, the report [1] discovers that YouTube holds the hot spots in company’s 
future plan. While B2C companies can demonstrate their product vividly, B2B 
companies can increase their exposure by customer search through adding meaning 
text.  
If companies plan to launch B2C and B2B marketing campaign with the same social 
media account without causing customer confusion, they should keep in mind that they 
would leverage different platform with different business goal. Even if using the same 
one, the content that being delivered should be different. B2B is all about education, 
relationship and professional style whereas B2C is all about discount, outreach and 
personal. 
In the case, the club café used Facebook as part of their marketing strategy and was 
proven to be successful in the past. They should proceed to use it by posting various 
types of appealing images such as food and the gorgeous view to increase the “like”. If 
want to showcase the “professional” photos, Instagram is an amazing photo sharing 
platform targeting teenagers. Additionally, they could use Twitter to increase exposure. 
For instance, offering the discount coupon if people follow it. Plus, they could create a 
two-minute video introducing their amazing food and beautiful sea view and upload to 
YouTube. Also, they even can write a blog that share the wonderful experience of 
tasting the food and enjoying the relaxing moment at the café.  
To expand into B2B market, an alternative method is applied. Firstly, they can create a 
group in LinkedIn focusing on bio scientist and entrepreneur in San Diego. They even 
can ask their existing B2B customer to join the group. Regularly, they can post the 
topics regarding the industry trend or entrepreneurship strategy in the group to increase 
the discussion traffic. In this way, they can post the bimonthly social event in the group 
regularly calling for members to meet at the café. Likewise, they can do the same thing 
at Meetup where is another powerful B2B platform to build the relationship. Also, 
Google+ group is another effective way for them to connect the people and expand their 
circle. Similarly, they also can use Twitter to market the event as well. The anniversary 
celebration is a good opportunity for them to drive the event marketing. Levering the 
occurrence of event, they can launch a campaign through multiple social media 
channels to spread the word.  
 
[1]: 2013 SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING INDUSTRY REPORT by Michael A.STELZNER May 2013 
 


